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Experimental design

Potential predictability gain: 4-5 days A stochastic TB scheme for future work?
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Figure shows the time when the 300hPa DKE ensemble spread reaches 50%
of the climatological variability (from ERA5). Vertical bars show the
95%-confidence range of the estimate.

Figure shows the contribution from different processes to error growth, estimated with a diagnostic based on potential enstrophy.
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Dominant error growth process changes with initial condition uncertainty (ICU)

Plant-Craig stochastic convection scheme
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The deterministic TB closure massflux is already 
scattered in space and time. This violates the 
assumptions of Craig and Cohen 2006.
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The Plant-Craig scheme is used to better represent error growth from
unresolved convective motions and to improve the perfect-model-assumption.

Based on Machulskaya and Seifert 2019, a stochastic Tiedtke-Bechtold (TB)
deep convection scheme has been implemeted by DWD (Maike Ahlgrimm).
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The initial condition uncertainty is rescaled in several steps down to 0.1% to
investigate the transition to the intrinsic limit.


